Welcome!

Thank you for buying our DVD. It contains seven
songs, videoed in a staged live setting at one of the
folk club venues where we first started out.
Some of the videos have been enhanced with a
selection of the images and film that we use in the
live show.
The soundtrack to the video is a stripped back
acoustic live approach, quite different to some of
the CD recordings, but very similar to some of the
live performances.
This DVD documents the story so far; it remains
to be seen where we will be when the second one
comes out!
So, all you have to do, is insert the
DVD, sit back, and enjoy Fool’s Gold
doing what we do.
Enjoy!
Steve & Carol
Winter 2017

1. The Guiding Light

is one of our oldest songs, and is
concerned with the sight that met
Claude Vernet, a Parisian painter
on his arrival at the port of
Versailles in 1734. He saw ‘The
Guiding Light’ broken on the rocks
(so the story goes), and the sight
of the stricken vessel made such a
huge impact upon his imagination
that he was compelled to paint it over
and over again until his death in 1789.

2. Waters of Tyne is a

traditional song from the upper
reaches of the Tyne Valley. It tells
of a young girl, anxious to meet her
own true love, waiting for the ferry
to come and take her to the far bank,
where he expectantly awaits.
There are those who say that the song
also hides a tale of high treason in the
form of a Jacobean loyal toast.
So they say...

3. Fool’s Gold is the song
that gave us our name. It is the
tale of an unfortunate miner
in the Klondike Gold Rush
of 1896. He dreams of
finding real salvation,
but all he ever discovers,
alas, is Fool’s Gold.
The song was inspired by the
photographs taken at the time by
Eric A Hegg.

4. Three Shillings and Ten
tells the story of the Silksworth Evictions in
1891. Mine owner Lord Londonderry
decided to renege on a deal to pay
3/10d, and when the miners went on
strike, brought in the bully-boys to
evict them. The miners stuck to their
guns, and managed a victory of sorts in
the end. They even sang rude songs
from the rooftops at the bailiffs, one to
the tune of Music Hall favourite ‘Annie
Rooney’.
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5. Rake Down the Moon
is the story of smuggling deep in
the times of Mr. Poldark and his
Tricorned chums. It is based upon
the Wiltshire story of the Moonrakers.
Traditionally they were held up as
examples of village idiots of the worst
sort, bent upon eating the cheesy
moon.
However, as it turns out they were
in fact highly resourceful gin
smugglers!

6. Tommy on the Bridge

refers to Tommy Ferens, and the bridge in
question is Lord Armstrong’s new
fangled Swing Bridge, just opened
in 1876. Tommy was a well-known
local character, begging a crust
each day in the centre of the
bridge. He was so well known he
was the star of several picture
postcards, available for sale at the
time. Sadly, he never saw the profit
they may have made.

7. Sundown

This song has a strange genesis - it
is inspired by the story from
a Clint Eastwood movie! Our
version of this wild-western romp
is about the town of Sundown. It is
lawless and generally out of
control, rotten to the core.
However, as in all the best tales, a
hero is on hand to put things
right. Unfortunately for Sundown,
he has his own way of doing things…
This DVD was shot for us by
master film maker Jeff Briggs.
He chose the setting of The
Beamish Mary Folk Club, in No
Place, Co. Durham as the set for
the shoot, because that was where
he used to watch us play.
The resulting DVD shows us
playing on the stage where we
more or less started and began
our musical journey, which
continues!

All about Fool’s Gold...
Fool’s Gold is us. That is to say,
Carol and Steve Robson, two exeducationalists from the north-east,
now busily travelling the countryside
playing their brand of cinematic
acoustic music.
How can music be cinematic, I hear
you ask?
Apart from the sonic scope of the
music which does seek to be wide and
melodic and paint pictures and moods,
there are also the stories and the
images that make a Fool’s Gold show
not only different, but if audience
reaction is anything to go by, well
received.

We love to play live and enjoy being in
front of an audience - especially when
they leave their weapons outside.
We try to use a variety of instruments
to help our songs along. Carol plays
flute, whistles (low and high D), bass
guitar, tenor guitar and sings. She is
a clever clogs. Steve plays 6 and 12
string guitars, ukulele, bouzouki and
sings too. He is a big ‘ead.
Fun is a huge part of what we do,
some of the themes are serious, many
historical, but we still like people to
enjoy what we do.
And, the funny thing is, they usually
do!

This DVD should play
on most players,
computers etc. To navigate
the songs use the arrow symbols at
the bottom of the screen, or best of all,
just press play, sit back, and enjoy!

To contact us please
use any of the following
methods:
website: www.foolsgoldacoustic.co.uk
email: info@foolsgoldacoustic.co.uk
mobile: 0795 7948116

www.foolsgoldacoustic.co.uk

